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Joon, the new generation travel experience by Air France, 
has been designed to meet travellers’ new
expectations. Since December 2017, Joon has been a 
breath of fresh air in the airline business, a new state 
of mind - a personalized, tailor-made and flexible 
travel experience. Joon is for absolutely everybody! 

For a one-way or round trip, travelling for business 
or just for fun, travelling with a large suitcase or just 
carry-on, with Joon, you can personalize your trip and 
do just what’s right for you.
 
Enjoying experiences on board and beyond the flight, 
and finding solutions at every stage of your trip, this is 
what Joon can offer! 

Frequencies
− To Brazil - Fortaleza: 2 weekly flights as from 3 May and 3 weekly flights in winter 2018.
− To the Seychelles - Mahé: 3 weekly flights as from 5 May.
   The group’s new destinations.
− To Egypt - Cairo: 1 daily flight as from 25 March.
− To South Africa - Cape Town: 3 weekly flights as from 3rd April.
− To Iran - Tehran: 3 weekly flights as from 4 April.
− To India - Mumbai: 1 daily flight as from 18 June.
− To Germany - Berlin up to 7 daily flights.
− To Spain - Barcelona up to 7 daily flights.
− To Portugal - Lisbon with 4 daily flights and Porto with 3 weekly flights.
− To Italy - Rome with 7 daily flights and Naples with 2 daily flights, as from 25 March.
− To Norway - Oslo with up to 3 daily flights and Bergen with 1 daily flight as form 28 March.
− To Turkey - Istanbul with 1 daily flight as from 25 March.
- To Hungary - Budapest with 3 daily flights as from 28 March.

Joon is on the move all the time, with even more 
destinations this summer – after Berlin, Barcelona, 
Porto and Lisbon, Joon takes off to Oslo, Rome, Naples, 
Istanbul and Cape Town, Cairo, Fortaleza, Mahé, 
Mumbai and Tehran. You can choose your own travel 
experience, the world’s your oyster.

Joon is a laboratory where the test and learn principle 
rules. A Business, Premium Economy and Economy 
offer for absolutely everybody. 

Today, Joon unveils its long-haul offer and new 
solutions for organizing your trip. One thing’s for sure 
– we’ll surprise you.



At 1st July 18: 7 Airbus A320, 4 Airbus A321, 4 Airbus A340.
Summer 2019: 18 Airbus A320/321 and 4 Airbus A340.
The first Joon Airbus A350 will enter the fleet in autumn 2019.

JOON FLEET

Today, the Joon teams are 500 flight attendants, 
40 staff members based at the airline’s head office 
and Air France qualified pilots. With the help of the 
commercial teams, admin services, maintenance and 
Air France station agents, they devote all their energy 
and enthusiasm to offering you a new generation 
travel experience. 

In addition to complying with international, European 
and French standards, Joon places flight safety at 
the heart of its corporate culture and permanently 
reasserts safety as an absolute priority. 

The company places this corporate culture at the 
very highest level, with a personal commitment from 
each member of the Management Committee. 

They are Joon



UNIQUE LOOK 
AND AN ECO-RESPONSIBLE 
APPROACH

Joon is a fashion 
designer
Joon is electric blue!

With its chic, sportswear look, Joon flight attendants’ 
uniform reflects the spirit of the company. Impossible 
to mistake it for another airline, Joon is unique! And it 
proves it with its strong identity, inspired from modern 
dress codes. 

The uniform is made up of classic and modern 
garments, with slimline trousers, Le Coq Sportif white 
sneakers, redesigned sailor stripes and a sleeveless 
quilted jacket.

But it’s not just a look, 
it’s an eco-responsible 
approach, as the 
uniforms have been 
designed with more than 
60% polyester recycled 
from plastic bottles by 
our partner Cepovett. 

THE WORLD’S 
YOUR OYSTER!



Throughout the world, you can find one-way or round-trip “à la carte” 
fares, with or without baggage*, that you can modify or not for an 
experience completely adapted to your needs. 

On departure from France,
a tailor-made offer is also available to certain long-haul destinations, 
with attractive low fares one-way and without baggage*. 
For example, from Paris starting at €149* including tax to Cairo, €249* 
including tax to Fortaleza, €279* including tax to Cape Town or €299* 
including tax to Mahé. 
* 1 hold baggage weighing no more than 23kg.

Your Air France ticket for a total Joon 
experience 
The flights sold by Air France on which you can enjoy the new 
generation travel experience are indicated “flights operated by Joon”.

One-way or round-trip, 
with or without 
baggage – it’ your choice!

Business class: sleep in 
a real bed and get ready 
for some surprises! 
At the airport, take advantage of a priority service 
with SkyPriority and head for the Air France lounges 
where you can enjoy an offer of hot or cold dishes 
and a self-service drinks selection as well as free WiFi 
access.

In Business class, Joon promises comfort and fine 
dining with a few surprises in store!

Your seat converts into an almost full-flat bed with a 
length of 2 m! In terms of our choice of colours, fabrics 
and available space, you’ll feel at home in our Business 
class where you are free to relax as you please during 
your flight. Thanks to your fixed-shell seat, you’ll benefit 
from a real private space – welcome to your bubble 
of serenity. Make the most of your trip to recharge your 
batteries, and Joon will take care of the rest. 

A welcome kit and a practical and stylish comfort kit 
are designed for both your pleasure and well-being. 
You can enjoy the in-flight entertainment on a 
15.6-inch HD touch screen and noise-reduction 
headphones.

Joon offers a full meal comprising dishes designed by 
exceptional French chefs, just like big sister Air France. 
Oh! Don’t forget that Joon’s stewards are barmen! For 
your apero, Joon offers signature cocktails prepared 
on demand by the Experimental Cocktail Club*. A 
delectable pause at 30,000 feet! 
* Experimental cocktail club – cocktail bar located in the Montorgueil district of Paris.



175°
Seat recline in full-flat bed mode

15.6 inches
Dimension of the new HD touch screen

1,200 hours
of entertainment on demand

61cm
Bed width

2m
Bed length

1
USB key and 1 electric socket for recharging your connected devices 

6
Choice of 6 A la carte dishes, to pre-order and enjoy 

At Joon, we have pulled out all the stops to ensure 
your comfort and well-being on board our planes! 
Take a seat in our stylish cabin! You’ll love the lounge 
setting with a retro-lit Joon logo and a revamped 
atmosphere. 

We’ve created a serene decor in the Business cabin – 
electric blue, white and silver punctuated by vibrant 
green and blue cushions. 

Once in your seat, you’ll discover a welcome kit 
complete with slippers, socks and a shoe bag, along 
with a comfort kit offering original products catering 
to your well-being -  

- Clarins gel fondant;
- Vallebelle pillow mist;
- An eyemask; 
- A toothbrush and toothpaste; 
- Earplugs.

Impressed by this practical and stylish kit? It has 
been designed as a unique and refined gift for you to 
take home as a souvenir of your trip with Joon.
  
We’ll be renewing the kit every year. Why not start a 
collection?

A unique 
gift



As a Joon Premium Economy passenger, we have reserved a special attentive welcome.

A new seat for your comfort:

- A 133° seat recline for optimum comfort;
- Generous legroom (99cm);
- A wide and relaxing seat (49cm);
- An adjustable footrest or a small furniture unit for the first row;
- And our latest-generation 13.3 inches HD touch screens, a USB port and an electric socket for your electronic  
   devices. 
 
This seat is located in a private cabin immediately behind the Business class. Whether you choose to sleep, 
binge watch series or catch up on some work, the choice is yours! 

Joon is a rooftop bar 

We’ll welcome you with a glass of Champagne or a 
glass of fruit juice. Surprise! On flights departing Paris, 
you’ll receive a squeezed cocktail – this summer, it 
will be made from oranges and strawberries and this 
winter, from oranges and carrots. 

Joon promised to be the highest rooftop bar in the 
sky, and we have kept our promise with our Joon 
signature cocktails created by the Experimental 
Cocktail Club and renewed every three months for 
even more pleasure!

French Touch by exceptional chefs
At Joon, we want to continue to surprise you and 
assert our role as ambassador of French fine dining 
in the sky. We have therefore entrusted two dishes 
from our business menu to a renowned French chef 
on board all our long-haul flights on departure from 
Paris. Your dinner or lunch menu comprises the 
following - 

- A gourmet starter;
- A hot dish from an offer of 4 regularly renewed     
   dishes; 
- A selection of 2 cheeses; 
- An assortment of desserts – today’s dessert trio,     
   selection of sorbets and fruit basket;  
- And, of course, a hot drink and a liqueur to end your  
   meal.  

Premium Economy: 
your own space, 
you own choice! 

To accompany your menu, Joon has teamed up with 
no other than Paolo Basso, world’s best sommelier in 
2013, and two Bettane & Desseauve experts to select 
the very best French wines for your pleasure. 

With choice and pleasure our top priority, we also 
offer you the possibility to order one of our 6 “A la 
carte” dishes up to 24 hours before your flight’s 
departure. 

A “fast menu” including a gourmet starter, cheese 
selection and a dessert is available if you want more 
time to relax or work.

Before we say goodbye, we’ll treat you one last time 
with breakfast or a snack depending on the time and 
duration of your flight.



We have created a modern Economy cabin where you’ll 
be free to personalize your trip. 

Your cabin offers a cosy atmosphere with twin-colour 
yellow/blue or green/blue cushions placed on the seats 
prior to your boarding the plane. 

Joon has your well-being at heart, and provides a blue 
or green fleece blanket, and a number of accessories 
available on request – eye masks. And not forgetting 
the headphones placed on top of your blanket – a gift 
from Joon that you can take home with you after your 
flight!

Your seat offers the following features -

- 78cm legroom;
- A 118° seat recline;
- A new wider (10.1 inches) and latest-generation HD     
   touch screen;
- A built-in USB port on the screen to charge your   
   devices;
- An adjustable headrest that is adjustable in height   
   and on each side. 

Our Economy cabin has 227 seats and is configured in 
rows of 8 seats in a 2-4-2 configuration. 

Choose your seat quickly and easily!
You can choose your seat when checking in for your flight, up to 30 hours prior to departure. 
At Joon, we know that some of you have your specific preferences when it comes to choosing your seat, 
whether it’s at the front, at the back, next to the window, by habit or for taking the best pics of the sky for your 
social media posts. Joon has thought of you with its offer to pre-book your seat when purchasing your ticket 
for €20.

More comfort?
Choose from among our 70 Seat Plus or Seat Duo options!
You’ll appreciate our Seat Plus* for their additional legroom (34 inches) as well as being at the front of the 
cabin to be among the first to disembark. 

Seat Duo** located at either side of the cabin next to the windows will offer you greater privacy. 
* Price: €50 for a flight time of 9 h or less and €70 for a flight time of 9 hours or more.

** Price: €30.

My premium space

#weflyjoon in Premium Economy means a welcoming 
cabin environment and plenty of special attentions. 
You’ll be delighted with the duvet and yellow and blue 
cotton pillow reserved especially for you. 

We have your comfort in mind and have designed a 
practical and elegant souvenir for you to take home 
– a stylish comfort kit reinterpreting our logo, Joon’s 
special blue colour and the logo lettering. 

Enjoy 
a personalized trip!

You’ll receive it before your 
flight’s departure and you’ll 
find all the travel essentials 
you need for your flight -

- A neoprene eye mask;
- Earplugs;
- A toothbrush and toothpaste;
- A pair of socks.



Alcohol abuse is bad for your health, please consum
e in m

oderation

Joon invites you to 
delight your taste buds

Even more choice at Joon!
Feel like something else? Joon is pleased to offer you a wider choice of “A la Carte Menus” as a paying option to 
pre-order in Economy and Premium Economy cabins.  The “A la Carte Menus” are available on departure from 
Paris and available on order up to 24 hours before the flight. The selection comprises an Italia menu (€12), Ocean 
menu (€15), Tradition menu (€18), « une Sélection LENÔTRE » menu (€28) and the « le marché de Jean-Imbert » 
menu (€21). The « My Fun Menu » (€13) will be available on board as from 1st April 2018.  

Want something 
more substantial? 
Indulge in our original, organic selection of appetizers 
or delight your taste buds during the flight.
 
You have several options! Before the meal, why not 
celebrate your trip at the Joon bar and choose from 
a selection of appetizers – POP champagne, cocktails 
(Gin & Tonic, Spritz, Whisky Coca-Cola, etc.), organic 
premier cru wines, smoothies or even baobab juice!

You can always give in to temptation and take your 
pick from a wide selection of quality sweet and 
savoury snacks at any time during the flight.

A French-style travel experience is not complete 
without a French fine dining experience. Joon 
therefore creates its menus with Servair* chefs to 
offer you a complete, gourmet menu.

A free dining offer comprising four dishes: 
- A hot oshibori;
- A starter;
- A choice between two hot dishes;
- Bread and cheese;
- A dessert;
- And of course a hot drink to end your 
   meal in style; 
- Oh, and a basket of sweets prior 
   to leaving the plane! 

And if you’re travelling on an even longer flight, Joon 
will offer you a second meal service –

- A cold menu on flights lasting between 6hr30 and    
   8hr30; 
- With a hot dish on flights lasting between 8hr30 and  
   10hr30; 
- A hot dish on flights over 10hr30.

We even have an added extra in Premium Economy – 
your starter and desserts are inspired by the Business 
class offer. Another reason to treat yourself! In 
addition, in choosing Premium Economy, you’ll receive 
a welcome drink from the Joon crew, with a choice of 
Champagne or fresh fruit juice, directly brought to you 
from Business class. 
Also inspired from Business class, a sweet chocolate 
treat will be distributed halfway through the flight! 
* A subsidiary of gategroup, SERVAIR is France’s leading airline catering and cabin 

cleaning company.



#YouJoon 
YouJoon, is a free in-flight streaming channel 
accessible on your smartphones, tablets or laptops. 
On opening the app during the flight, you have 
access to the airmap, trendy content (series, youtube 
channels, etc.) and our products for sale (duty-free, 
food & drinks, etc.).

You can use this practical app as a second screen, 
which allows you for example to watch a film on your 
individual in-seat screen and consult the airmap on 
your mobile at the same time.

Did you forget to download the app before the 
flight? Don’t panic! You can still access the YouJoon 
experience during the flight. Simply enter the following 
address http://youjoon.fr* in the browser on your 
personal device. 
*However, this mode of operation may limit access to audiovisual studio content 

(Universal Studio, Disney, etc.).

Joon a real
movie theatre 
in the sky

Joon is the company to launch 
Allosky, offering you the possibility 
to enjoy a private movie theatre 
experience, on a full-HD wide-screen 
just like at the cinema. On board 
our long-haul flights, for €15 per 
flight, you can rent virtual reality 
eyeglasses and a noise-reduction 
audio headset. With your Allosky 
headset, you can enjoy a selection of 
the latest films and documentaries in 
3D, 2D and VR 180°.

Joon, a laboratory 
of new services for your 
in-flight pleasure

Joon is a real movie theatre in the sky offering over 
1,200 hours of entertainment on demand on your 
latest-generation individual screen -

- Cinema: 200 films organized into different            
   categories (our latest releases, still showing in      
   cinemas, the world cinema collection, etc.); 
- TV: 150 hours of programmes including series and      
   documentaries;
- Music: 700 music albums including audio relaxation  
   programmes; 
- An interactive moving map;
- Games;
- Shopping: duty-free offer and food & drinks menu;
- Kids: an offer dedicated to children with films,   
   cartoons, games, audio programmes, etc. 

Your individual screen operates as soon as you board 
the plane! Once you’re comfortably installed in your 
seat, you can choose your film or one of our Viceland 
or Brut documentaries, and continue watching during 
take-off and landing and until we reach our parking 
stand!

Our four Airbus A340s are all equipped with a new 
in-flight entertainment system – Zodiac Inflight 
Innovation’s RAVE 2. This name refers to the latest-
generation 10.1 to 15.6 inches HD touch screen 
available in certain cabins. 
The interface is available in 12 languages (French, 

English, Simplified Chinese, Brazilian Portuguese, 
Spanish, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Arabic, 
Russian, Dutch). 

#Press
For all our customers, a selection of paper publications is available on 
departure from Paris. 

One day prior to your flight with Joon, you can download a wide range of 
press publications and magazines on your smartphones and tablets via 
the Air France Play* app.

Our crews also offer our Business customers a wide selection of French 
and international newspapers at the beginning of the flight and display a 
selection of French and international newspapers and magazines in the 
cabin.
*A discovery offer will give you access to 2 newspapers and 2 magazines. We offer our Flying Blue Ivory customers and 

subscribers 4 daily newspapers and 4 magazines. Unlimited downloads for our Business, Premium Economy customers and 

Club 2000, Elite+ and Elite customers in Economy.



Europe at your feet! Are you travelling
in Business?

On Joon’s medium-haul network, take advantage of 
a priority service at the airport with SkyPriority and 
head for the Air France lounges where you can enjoy 
an offer of hot or cold dishes and a self-service drinks 
selection as well as free WiFi access!

On board, your seat will be at the front of the cabin to 
ensure you can disembark quickly, occupying rows 
where the central seat is left unoccupied for your 
comfort. The cabin, separated from the rest of the 
cabin by a curtain, has a private feel. Your leather 
seat reclines and is equipped with an adjustable 
headrest and a yellow or electric blue cushion that 
sets off the cabin decor.

To delight your taste buds, Joon follows 
in the footsteps of big sister Air France 
with an offer adapted to your flight time 
– breakfast comprising hot pastries, 
lunch, full dinner or a gourmet snack. You 
can also choose from a wide selection of 
drinks, including Champagne -naturally!

Oh, and as Istanbul is one of our longer 
flights, our crews will be happy to serve 
you a hot dish once we reach cruising 
altitude! 



Ready? Take off!

High-flying catering
Joon offers a free choice of drinks at all times of the 
day, with water, orange juice, organic fairtrade Zanetti 
Segafredo / Max Havelaar coffee and tea. 

And to accompany your drink, discover our selection 
of organic, natural and gourmet products available 
for purchase from your Joon crew!

Joon is an 
entertainment channel

YouJoon is the trendy way to access to a wide range 
of the latest entertainment options during your flight 
on your smartphone, tablet or laptop, free of charge. 
You can:

- Monitor the aircraft’s position in real time on the   
   airmap;
- Watch TV series: Game of Thrones, taboo etc.
- Watch Web TV: Red Bull TV, Viceland, Brut etc.
- Watch cartoons: Disney Junior, zig & sharko etc.
- Access information and music.

In the same way as on long-haul, ju
st download the app in advance, connect to the Joon 
network on board, open the app and put on your 
headphones to enjoy this free content. Forgot your 
headphones? No worries! You can purchase them 
from our cabin crew can for just 3 euros.

There is one USB port to recharge tablets and 
smartphones on each seat of Joon’s Airbus A320 and 
A321.

In your Economy cabin, 
enjoy the comfort of 
your leather seat with 
an adjustable headrest, 
armrests and an 
individual coat peg.



Joon is the new generation travel experience by Air France:

- At the airport, Air France will welcome you.
- Your services, boarding pass and information about   
   your Joon flight are available on the Air France app.
- If you have a connection on a Joon flight, Air France  
   or one of its SkyTeam partners, you benefit from easier  
   connecting channels at Paris-CDG and Air France   
   assistance after the flight.
- SkyPriority access for Business and Premium Economy  
   passengers, Flying Blue Gold and Platinum members.
- Access to Air France lounges for Business customers   
   and Flying Blue Gold and Platinum members.
- As on Air France, earn and spend miles with Flying Blue.

Joon is a personal 
assistant

Even more surprising and smart partners!

TravelCar, to ensure your travel plans come in on budget  
With TravelCar, enjoy free or discount parking options while you’re away*.
*Available in Paris, Barcelona, Berlin, Lisbon, Porto, Rome, Naples, Oslo, Istanbul, Cape Town, Cairo and Tehran.

With Airbnb Experiences, you won’t look like a tourist any more!
Make unforgettable encounters, connect with the locals and enjoy a unique experience! Joon invites you to live 
the authentic life with cooks, hikers and people passionate about their art or their city *.
Already available in Paris, Lisbon, Berlin, Barcelona, Rome and Cape Town.

BHV MARAIS, a unique tour of Paris 
In Paris*, Joon has joined together with BHV MARAIS to give you a unique tour of Paris with three exclusive 
offbeat packages: « All green », «Street art X Street wear » and « All about the beauty ».
*Available on departure from Paris on the entire European network.

Waynabox, Surpriiiiise!
Rome, Naples, Oslo, Barcelona, Berlin and more… with Waynabox, fly off to a surprise Joon destination in Europe! 
Joon flights, top hotel and transport: everything is taken care of. You just have to pack your case. 
Starting at €250, enjoy a 3-day trip on departure from Paris and discover your destination 48 hours before 
departure*! 
* Available on departure from Paris on the entire European network.

And also…Paperplane, the travel kitty for unforgettable trips by Joon!
Offering a trip has never been so easy – create a travel kitty in 3 clicks, ask your friends to contribute, leave a 
personalized message and offer your friend their travel kitty in the form of a real paper plane. They can choose 
the Joon destination of their dreams!
Go to paperplane.flyjoon.com

Joon has 
a big sister: Air France



@weflyjoon

www.flyjoon.com
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